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In the context of the European Joint Action on Vaccination, we analyzed, through

quantitative and qualitative methods, a random sample of vaccine-related tweets

published in Italy between November 2019 and June 2020, with the aim of understanding

how the Twitter conversation on vaccines changed during the first phase of the

pandemic, compared to the pre-pandemic months. Tweets were analyzed by a

multidisciplinary team in terms of kind of vaccine, vaccine stance, tone of voice,

population target, mentioned source of information. Multiple correspondence analysis

was used to identify variables associated with vaccine stance. We analyzed 2,473

tweets. 58.2% mentioned the COVID-19 vaccine. Most had a discouraging stance

(38.1%), followed by promotional (32.5%), neutral (22%) and ambiguous (2.5%). The

discouraging stance was themost represented before the pandemic (69.6%). In February

and March 2020, discouraging tweets decreased intensely and promotional and

neutral tweets dominated the conversation. Between April and June 2020, promotional

tweets remained more represented (36.5%), followed by discouraging (30%) and

neutral (24.3%). The tweets’ tone of voice was mainly polemical/complaining, both for

promotional and for discouraging tweets. Themultiple correspondence analysis identified

a definite profile for discouraging and neutral tweets, compared to promotional and

ambiguous tweets. In conclusion, the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 caused a deep change

in the vaccination discourse on Twitter in Italy, with an increase of promotional and

ambiguous tweets. Systematic monitoring of Twitter and other social media, ideally

combined with traditional surveys, would enable us to better understand Italian vaccine

hesitancy and plan tailored, data-based communication strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Since 2015, the volume of articles published in the scientific
literature on social media and vaccines has seen an exponential
growth (1), encompassing investigations on the use of social
media as a source of information on vaccines (2), research based
on social media monitoring projects (3, 4) and descriptions of
interventions for vaccine promotion delivered through social
media (5).

The COVID-19 pandemic has intensified the involvement of
social media users in the discourse on health and vaccines. The
role of social media in spreading health information, both from
reliable and from questionable sources, has increased during the
pandemic (6), and the overabundance of information circulating
on the web—defined by the World Health Organization (WHO)
as the “infodemic” (7)—has made it difficult for users to find
trustworthy sources of information. Moreover, social media are
a means to share stories, opinions and emotions that may
have an impact on health behaviors, including the intention to
vaccinate (8).

In the present article, we report an in-depth analysis of a
large corpus of tweets on vaccines published in Italy immediately
before and during the first months of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The tweet corpus was collected for a social media monitoring
platform recently created by the Italian National Institute of
Health, in collaboration with the Bambino Gesù Children’s
Hospital IRCCS (Rome, Italy), in the context of the European
Joint Action on Vaccination (EU-JAV) (9).

To place the study within the historical and cultural context
of Italy, in 2017 the Italian government, concerned by decreasing
vaccine uptake rates, introduced compulsory vaccination for ten
routine childhood vaccinations (10, 11). A positive impact of the
law on vaccine uptake (12) has been reported.

The analyzed tweets were posted between November 12,
2019 (start of the data retrieval for the EU-JAV social media
monitoring platform) and June 22, 2020. COVID-19 started
occupying the front pages of Italian newspapers at the end of
January 2020, when theWHO declared COVID-19 a “global risk”
(January 28, 2020), followed by the report of a Chinese couple
who tested positive in Rome (January 30, 2020). The first native
Italian COVID-19 cases were reported on February 21, 2020, a
national lockdown was established on March 8, and restrictions
were temporarily lifted in the first half of May 2020.

In this intense period, the pandemic had an impact on
risk perception and on vaccine confidence in general. On
the one hand, the sense of vulnerability and fear increased
people’s engagement in preventive behaviors (13) and may have
improved vaccine confidence in the population (14). A recent
survey conducted in elderly people in Southern Italy found an
association between vaccine acceptance and use of social media
or mass media as a source of information on vaccines (15).
On the other hand, conspiracy theories on the origin of the
pandemic and on the COVID-19 vaccine might have had a
negative effect on propensity to vaccination (14). The level of
trust toward institutions (16), which is a crucial determinant of
vaccine confidence, has also changed during the pandemic, and
these changes have been context-specific (17).

Several studies explored the characteristics of the vaccine
discourse on social media during the pandemic (18–21), though
only few studies (22) investigated the impact of the pandemic
on the vaccine-related discourse, comparing its characteristics
before and during COVID-19. Our objective was to understand
how the Italian conversation about vaccines on Twitter changed
during the first phase of the pandemic, in terms of vaccine
stance, involved actors and dominant narratives, compared to the
months immediately preceding the pandemic. To this aim, we
conducted a mixed-method analysis on tweets collected before
and during the first months of the pandemic.

METHODS

This is a cross sectional study analyzing the vaccination
discourse on Twitter in Italy between November 2019 and
June 2020.

In the context of the EU-JAV, the Italian National Health
Institute, in collaboration with the Bambino Gesù Children’s
Hospital, Rome, Italy, developed a platform aimed at monitoring
vaccination discourse on social media and other web sources.
Twitter data for the EU-JAV platform have been collected,
using Python 3.0, through the Twitter application programmer’s
interfaces (API) service (standard v1.1), following the Twitter
API Terms of Use, starting from November, 2019, on the basis
of keyword filters that were validated following a structured
framework. Through these filters, we selected vaccine-related
tweets in Italian, French and Spanish. The Italian filter included
one of the following keywords: vaccino OR vaccini OR vaccinata
OR vaccinato OR vaccinate OR vaccinati OR vaccinazione OR
vaccinazioni OR novax. The analysis was conducted on Italian
tweets only.

From this database, with the purpose of acquiring an in-
depth understanding of the characteristics and the variation of
the vaccination discourse in Italy during the first phase of the
pandemic, compared to the immediate pre-pandemic months,
we selected a random sample of 3,187 tweets in Italian, posted
between 15 November 2019 and 22 June 2020 (a total of
33 weeks).

In order to analyze the entire vaccine-related conversation,
we decided: (a) to include in the final dataset not only original
tweets, but also retweets and replies, (b) to include unverified
users, and (c) not to use any software to identify users likely to
be bots, given that also tweets by these users contribute to the
overall vaccine discourse. For each tweet downloaded through
the API, the following metadata were available: text, publishing
date and hour, tweet URL. Tweets were jointly analyzed by a
multidisciplinary group of researchers with expertise in health,
vaccines and social sciences, namely internet studies. This was
done through qualitative text analysis (23), using both deductive
and inductive approaches in constructing the coding book. More
specifically, tweets were classified according to selected categories
identified through these approaches. The deductive categories
that emerged from the published literature were vaccine stance,
kind of vaccine and population target of the vaccine, while
categories generated inductively were: tone of voice, source of
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TABLE 1 | Vaccine stance classification.

Promotional

Communicate public health benefits or safety of vaccinations.

Encourage vaccination.

Describe risks of not vaccinating.

Refute claims that vaccines are dangerous.

Ambiguous

Contain indecision, uncertainty on the risks or benefits of vaccination.

Contain disapproving and approving information.

Neutral

Contain no elements of uncertainty, promotional or negative content regarding

vaccines (may express doubts about political decisions regarding vaccination

programs, but they refer to vaccines in a neutral way).

Include factual recommendations about vaccines.

Often statements.

Discouraging

Contain negative attitudes/arguments against vaccines.

Contain questions re. effectiveness/safety or possibility of adverse reactions that

may or may not be proven.

Discourage the use of recommended vaccines.

Other

Vaccine-related tweets in which the stance cannot be understood (e.g., tweets

including sarcasm or using an ambiguous language).

information and kind of user. Information on the kind of user
was obtained through the profile’s bio.

An explanation of stance categories is reported in Table 1,
and is adapted from a classification elaborated by the
Vaccine Confidence Project for tweets on vaccination during
pregnancy (24).

The tone of voice (or “tone”) category is used in media
content analysis to describe the way a message is addressed,
thus influencing audience reception, e.g., it is used to describe
the media coverage of an event. Together with the stance, the
tone of voice is very useful to contextualize the intention of
the author and the latent content. Whereas, the tone of voice
generally uses three labels (positive, neutral, and negative) (25)
we used a richer categorization to better describe the framing of
the message (see below).

In summary, each tweet was categorized according to:

- Vaccine stance: promotional, ambiguous, discouraging,
critical against the anti-vax community, neutral, other

- Tone of voice: ironic, polemical/complaining, worried,
supportive/empathic, purposeful, enthusiastic, neutral, other

- Kind of vaccine: generic, meningococcal, influenza,
hexavalent, COVID-19, vaccination in pregnancy, other

- Population target of the vaccine: not specified, children,
pregnant women, adults, elderly

- Source of information: mainstream media, social media native
posts, no-source, other

- Kind of user: lay user, health professional (including
medical doctors, nurses, physiotherapists and public health
professionals, if indicated in the profile’s bio), media
companies and individual journalists, association (as specified
in the profile’s bio), institution (e.g., local health units, region,
Ministry of Health, National Health Institute, WHO), other

For the qualitative analysis of people expressing discouraging
and ambiguous stances, we studied the following topics identified
through content analysis: efficacy, safety and conspiracy.

Training sessions and weekly meetings were organized by the
study coordinators and followed by all involved researchers to
share common rules and resolve doubts collegially.

Each tweet was classified by one researcher for all categories,
except for the vaccine stance, which was classified by three
researchers. Discrepancies in the stance classification were
discussed together with a fourth researcher and a final stance
classification was achieved collegially. Comparing the final agreed
coding after discussions with the annotators’ original initial
coding, the accuracy of the individual annotators were 83.4%
(FG), 80.6% (LP), and 68.8% (AP). If the tweet was a reply,
researchers were allowed to access the tweet’s URL to better
understand the context. The study was conducted in line with
the Ethical Guidelines 2.0 and 3.0 provided by the Association
of Internet Researchers (26, 27). Considering the nature of the
analysis, the current study did not require the approval of the
local ethics committee according to current legislation, but a
notification was sent to the Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital
Ethical Committee. Only publicly available tweets were included
in the study.

Statistical Analysis
All variables were tabulated as frequencies and valid percentages
and each was described by time period: pre-pandemic (before
February 21, 2020) and during the pandemic (after February
21, 2020), taking into account that 21 February was the date
in which the first native Italian COVID-19 case was detected.
We used Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) to identify
variables associated with vaccine stance. The following variables
were used to build the graph (“active” variables): tone of voice,
stance, kind of author, information sources, kind of vaccine, and
target population.

Data analysis was carried out using STATA V.14.1 SE
(StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA).

RESULTS

From an initial database of 3,187 randomly selected tweets, 714
tweets (22.40%) were excluded from the analysis. The majority
of the excluded tweets were either unavailable at the time of the
classification (e.g., they had been posted from an account that
was canceled thereafter), had been posted by a private account,
or had included the filter keywords only in a mentioned tweet or
article and not in the actual text of the selected tweet. Other tweets
were excluded as they were not in Italian (12/3,187, 0.38%), used
the word vaccine in a figurative way (e.g., “there is no vaccine
against ignorance”, 104/3,187, 3.26%) OR included information
on the vaccination status of pets to be adopted or on cow’s milk
(in Italian, “latte vaccino”) (37/3,187, 1.16%).

The number of vaccine-related tweets identified by our system
progressively increased from the beginning of the study period,
reaching a peak in mid-April 2020. A temporary reduction
of vaccine-related tweets is observed between January and
February 2020.
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Table 2 reports the characteristics of analyzed tweets by
period (pre-pandemic vs. the first phase of the pandemic).
Table 3 reports the tweet characteristics by stance.
Supplementary Table 1 reports the characteristics of analyzed
tweets by kind of vaccine.

Kind of Vaccine and Population Target
The monthly variation of the kind of vaccine mentioned in the
tweets is reported in Figure 1.

Overall, during the whole study period, 58.2% of downloaded
tweets regarded the COVID-19 vaccine (1,434/2,463), despite our
data being collected before the availability of COVID-19 vaccines.
Some tweets (451/2,463, 18.3%) referred to vaccines generically,
without mentioning a specific kind of immunization. Other
vaccines mentioned in the tweets were the influenza vaccine
(173/2,463, 7.0%), the vaccines against meningitis (111/2,463,
4.5%), the MMR vaccine (69/2,463, 2.8%), the hexavalent vaccine
(66/2,463, 2.7%), and vaccines during pregnancy (5/2,463, 0.2%).

Seventy-six percent of the tweets referring to vaccines other
than COVID-19 were posted before the pandemic. Among
the vaccine-related tweets posted between November 2019 and
February 21, 2020, those that referred to a specific kind of
vaccine mentioned meningococcal vaccines (100/698, 14.3%),
influenza (97/698, 13.9%), measles or MMR vaccine (65/698,
9.3%), hexavalent vaccine (57/698, 8.2%) and COVID-19 vaccine
(46/698, 6.6%). The latter started to appear in Italian tweets in
February 2020.

Between February-March and June 2020, the Twitter
conversation was completely taken over by the COVID-19
vaccine, with a peak of 83.1% of COVID-19 related tweets over
the total tweets published inMarch 2020. In this period, the other
vaccines almost disappeared from the conversation, with the
exception of the influenza vaccine, with a monthly proportion
that ranged from 1.8% in June to 7.9% in February.

Most of the tweets during this period referred to vaccines
without specifying a population target (2,095/2,463, 85.1%), and
only 10% referred to childhood vaccinations. On the contrary,
before the pandemic, one third of the conversation was focused
on childhood vaccinations. The proportion of tweets explicitly
mentioning other age categories was negligible (4.6% of the total,
including adults, elderly and pregnant women) and were mainly
posted before the pandemic.

Stance
During the whole study period, the discouraging stance was
the one most represented (943/2,473, 38.1%), 32.5% (803/2,473)
were classified as promotional, mainly expressing trust toward
science and vaccines or publishing scientific news, 22% had a
neutral stance (550/2,473), while ambiguous tweets were the
least represented (62/2,473, 2.5%). For 115 tweets, the stance
was not understandable (4.7%). One third of the promotional
tweets (270/803, 32.5%) were critical or sarcastic toward the no-
vax community. Before the pandemic, the conversation in our
random sample of tweets was dominated by the discouraging
stance: before 21 February 2020, 69.6% (488/701) of the analyzed
tweets had a discouraging stance, while promotional and neutral

tweets represented a very low proportion of the total tweets (16.8
and 10.3%, respectively).

Looking at the monthly data (see Figure 2), an evident change
in the distribution of the stance was detected in February and
March 2020. In these 2 months, discouraging tweets decreased
intensely, both in absolute numbers (from 6.5 discouraging daily
tweets as detected by our system between November 2019 and
January 2020 to 1.4 discouraging daily tweets between February
and March 2020) and proportionally to other stances (from
75.0% before February to 14.7% in February and March). In
February and March, the vaccine discourse was dominated by
promotional tweets (251/575, 43%), followed by neutral tweets
(196/575, 34.0%).

Between April and June 2020, the proportions of tweets were
more stable. Promotional tweets still had a prominent role in the
vaccine conversation, though with a lower proportion compared
to the two previous months (459/1,257, 36.5%). Discouraging
tweets increased again, though not reaching the pre-pandemic
levels (377/1,257, 30.0%), and had a larger volume compared to
neutral tweets (305/1,257, 24.3%).

The number of ambiguous tweets was negligible before and
during the first months of the pandemic (we recorded only 9
tweets between November 2019 and March 2020, corresponding
to 0.7% of the total tweets in the same period), but started
increasing between April and May 2020, although remaining a
very limited proportion of the total tweets (53/1,257, 4.22%).

We also analyzed how the stance varied in relation to the type
of vaccine mentioned. Among tweets mentioning non-COVID-
19 vaccines, the most represented stances were the following:
discouraging (57.2%), promotional (25.9%) and neutral (10.3%).
On the other hand, when considering COVID-19 vaccines
only, the stance varied as follows: promotional (37.2%), neutral
(30.9%) and discouraging (24.5%).

Tone of Voice
Almost half of the downloaded tweets had a
polemical/complaining tone of voice (1,141/2,473, 46.4%),
followed by neutral (587/2,473, 23.9%), worried (216/2,473,
8.8%) and ironic (189/2,473, 7.7%). Tones of voice with a more
positive nuance were the least represented (purposeful 105/2,473,
4.2%, supportive/empathic 31/2,473, 1.3%, enthusiastic 53/2,473,
2.1%), and so were tweets with an interrogative tone of voice
(104/2,473, 4.2%). Tweets classified as “other” for the tone
of voice category were 34 (1.4%). For the purpose of the
analysis, these last 5 tones of voice were grouped in a single
category (“Other”, 13.3%). Different stances are associated
with specific tones of voice: 75.5% of the discouraging tweets
are polemical/complaining; an interrogative tone of voice
characterizes several ambiguous tweets (32.3%); promotional
tweets (including tweets against no-vax) are generally using
a polemic/complaining (31.2%) or neutral (23.4%) tone of
voice. The monthly variation of the tone of voice is reported in
Figure 3.

Kind of Author and Information Source
The large majority of authors were lay users (1,854/2,276, 81.5%).
Twelve percent of the tweets (273/2,276) were posted by media
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TABLE 2 | Characteristics of tweets by period (before and after 21 February 2020).

Pre-COVID-19 (n = 701) During COVID-19 (n = 1,772) Total (n = 2,473)

n % n % n %

Month

November 2019 169 24.1% 0 0.0% 169 6.8%

December 2019 235 33.5% 0 0.0% 235 9.5%

January 2020 237 33.8% 0 0.0% 237 9.6%

February 2020 60 8.6% 111 6.3% 171 6.9%

March 2020 0 0.0% 404 22.8% 404 16.3%

April 2020 0 0.0% 612 34.5% 612 24.7%

May 2020 0 0.0% 359 20.3% 359 14.5%

June 2020 0 0.0% 286 16.1% 286 11.6%

Kind of vaccine

Generic 214 30.7% 237 13.4% 451 18.3%

Meningitis 100 14.3% 11 0.6% 111 4.5%

Influenza 97 13.9% 76 4.3% 173 7.0%

Vaccine in pregnancy 5 0.7% 0 - 5 0.2%

Hexavalent 57 8.2% 9 0.5% 66 2.7%

COVID-19 46 6.6% 1,388 79.6% 1,434 58.2%

MMR 65 9.3% 4 0.2% 69 2.8%

Other 114 16.3% 40 2.3% 154 6.3%

Population target

Children 234 33.5% 20 1.1% 254 10.3%

Adult 84 12.0% 30 1.7% 114 4.6%

No population target 380 54.4% 1,715 97.2% 2,095 85.1%

Stance

Promotional 118 16.8% 685 38.7% 803 32.5%

Ambiguous 6 0.9% 56 3.2% 62 2.5%

Discouraging 488 69.6% 455 25.7% 943 38.1%

Neutral 72 10.3% 478 27.0% 550 22.2%

Other 17 2.4% 98 5.5% 115 4.7%

Tone of voice

Ironic 38 5.5% 151 8.6% 189 7.7%

Polemical/complaining 442 63.5% 699 39.6% 1,141 46.4%

Worried 51 7.3% 165 9.4% 216 8.8%

Neutral 83 11.9% 504 28.6% 587 23.9%

Other 82 11.8% 245 13.9% 327 13.3%

Kind of author

Lay users 556 83.9% 1,298 80.5% 1,854 81.5%

Media companies or single journalist 45 6.8% 228 14.1% 273 12.0%

Other 62 9.4% 87 5.4% 149 6.5%

Information source

Content published by mainstream media 190 27.6% 362 20.6% 552 22.6%

Social media posts 160 23.3% 34 1.9% 194 7.9%

Other 165 24.0% 181 10.3% 346 14.1%

No source 173 25.2% 1,182 67.2% 1,355 55.4%
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TABLE 3 | Characteristics of tweets by stance.

Stance

Promotional (n = 803) Ambiguous (n = 62) Discouraging (n = 943) Neutral (n = 550) Other (n = 115) Total (n = 2,473)

n % n % n % n % n % n %

Month

November

2019

36 4.5% 0 * 111 11.8% 20 3.6% 2 1.7% 169 6.8%

December

2019

13 1.6% 2 3.2% 206 21.9% 10 1.8% 4 3.5% 235 9.5%

January 2020 44 5.5% 4 6.5% 164 17.4% 19 3.5% 6 5.2% 237 9.6%

February 2020 79 9.8% 0 – 24 2.6% 55 10.0% 13 11.3% 171 6.9%

March 2020 172 21.4% 3 4.8% 61 6.5% 141 25.6% 27 23.5% 404 16.3%

April 2020 258 32.1% 21 33.9% 155 16.4% 146 26.6% 32 27.3% 612 24.8%

May 2020 107 13.3% 18 29.0% 127 13.5% 92 16.7% 15 13.0% 359 14.5%

June 2020 94 11.7% 14 22.6% 95 10.1% 67 12.2% 15 13.9% 286 11.6%

Kind of vaccine

Generic 142 17.8% 3 4.8% 237 25.2% 41 7.5% 28 24.8% 451 18.3%

Meningitis 28 3.5% 1 1.6% 68 7.2% 13 2.4% 1 0.9% 111 4.5%

Influenza 53 6.6% 10 16.1% 91 9.7% 14 2.6% 5 4.4% 173 7.0%

Vaccine in

pregnancy

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 0.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 0.2%

Hexavalent 7 0.9% 2 3.2% 52 5.5% 2 0.4% 3 2.7% 66 2.7%

COVID-19 533 66.7% 40 64.5% 351 37.3% 443 80.7% 67 59.3% 1,434 58.2%

MMR 4 0.5% 2 3.2% 40 4.3% 20 3.6% 3 2.7% 69 2.8%

Other 32 4.0% 4 6.5% 96 10.2% 16 2.9% 6 5.3% 154 6.3%

Population target

Children 33 4.1% 3 4.8% 181 19.3% 32 5.8% 5 4.4% 254 10.3%

Adult 36 4.5% 3 4.8% 61 6.5% 11 2.0% 3 2.7% 114 4.6%

No population

target

730 91.4% 56 90.3% 697 74.2% 507 92.2% 105 92.9% 2,095 85.1%

Tone of voice

Ironic 104 13.0% 2 3.2% 36 3.8% 29 5.3% 18 16.2% 189 7.7%

Polemical/complaining 249 31.2% 13 21.0% 708 75.5% 120 21.8% 51 45.9% 1,141 46.4%

Worried 89 11.1% 12 19.4% 69 7.4% 39 7.1% 7 6.3% 216 8.8%

Neutral 187 23.4% 11 17.7% 77 8.2% 299 54.4% 13 11.7% 587 23.9%

Other 170 21.3% 24 38.7% 48 5.1% 63 11.5% 22 19.8% 327 13.3%

(Continued)
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companies or by individual journalists. Only 1.5% were posted
by health care professionals, and 0.1% by institutions. The
remaining 5% of tweets were posted by associations and other
kinds of sources.

More than half of the tweets did not mention any source
of information (1,355/2,447, 55.4%). The most frequently
mentioned source of information was content published by
mainstream media (552/2,447, 22.6%), followed by social media
posts (194/2,447, 7.9%) and blog/website/forums (176/2,447,
7.2%). Alternative medicine sources were mentioned in 2.1% of
tweets (52/2,447), while institutional contents were mentioned
only in 2.4% of the tweets (58/2,447).

The emergence of the COVID-19 crisis affected the use
of sources for information reported in the tweets. Before the
COVID-19 crisis, tweets reported information from mainstream
media (190/688, 27.6%) or other social media (160/688, 23.3%),
with only one fourth of the tweets reporting no source of
information. After February 21, 202, Twitter became a more
instinctual and reactive arena, with the great majority of the
tweets reporting no information source (1,182/1,759, 67.2%).

Stance Profiles
We analyzed stance profiles in order to identify how promotional,
ambiguous, discouraging and neutral tweets were associated
with other variables. According to the multiple correspondence
analysis, the results of which are mapped in Figure 4, the tweets
with a neutral and a discouraging stance were clearly associated
to specific characteristics, which enabled us to identify relatively
definite profiles.

Neutral tweets were more associated with a neutral tone
of voice, were more frequently posted by media accounts and
mainly mentioned mainstream media as information sources.

Discouraging tweets had a polemical/complaining tone of
voice, usually did not refer to specific vaccines and often reported
other social media posts as source of information. We also
observed a trend of association of tweets regarding vaccines
targeting children with a discouraging stance. Indeed, the great
majority of the tweets addressing children, elderly and pregnant
women were discouraging (respectively, children, 71%; elderly
73%; and pregnant women, 100%).

On the other hand, promotional and ambiguous tweets
did not show a definite segregation on the graph, therefore
we can assume that these stances were not associated with
definite characteristics.

Qualitative Analysis of People Expressing
Discouraging and Ambiguous Stance
To better understand users’ motivations and beliefs related to
vaccines, we carried out a qualitative analysis of tweets expressing
discouraging and ambiguous stances. The qualitative analysis
revealed the macro dimensions describing discouraging and
ambiguous tweets and how they changed before and during the
COVID-19 crisis. Users producing discouraging or ambiguous
tweets referred to the following main issues: efficacy, safety,
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FIGURE 1 | Monthly distribution of the kind of vaccine mentioned in the tweets in the study period.

FIGURE 2 | Monthly distribution of the tweets’ vaccine stance in the study period.

conspiracy and other topics. Some interesting differences emerge
between discouraging and ambiguous tweets.

On the discouraging side, almost all the negative issues about
vaccines were raised by lay users and were related to three

main topics: conspiracy (46.7%); safety (37.5%); and efficacy
(11.8%). Discouraging tweets referring to conspiracy generally
do not include any source of information (53%, 268/508). A
typical reasoning is the following: “Big Pharma” creates viruses
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FIGURE 3 | Monthly distribution of the tweets’ tone of voice in the study period.

FIGURE 4 | Multiple corresponding analysis.

in labs in order to test drugs and increase their profits selling
vaccines; in the meantime, governments and scientists are
part of this plot and use viruses, including SARS-CoV-2, to

legitimize the control on citizens’ behaviors or even destroy
humanity. The following three tweets refer to different versions of
this approach.
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“Cari genitori IGNORANTI, non avete più scuse! Salvate i vs.
figli da questa carneficina, le informazioni ci sono e questa la
prova! #Lorenzin &co hanno venduto i ns. figli alle #Bigpharma
per testare i #vaccini, CAVIE null’altro che cavie da laboratorio”
(24th November, 2019).

[Dear IGNORANT parents, you have no more excuses! Save your

children from this carnage, the information is there and this is the

proof! #Lorenzin [a former Italian’s Ministry of Health] & co have

sold our children to #Bigpharma to test #vaccines, GUINEA PIGS

nothing but laboratory guinea pigs.]

“l’ultimo pezzo dell’articolo avvalora la tesi della dottoressa
americana che ha denunciato tutto,il vaccino serve a sviluppare
una risposta immunitaria cosi potente che al contatto col virus
selvaggio uccide chi lo ha ricevuto, se lo ammettono loro
immaginate cosa nascondono!” (28th May, 2020).

[The last piece of the article confirms the theory of the American

doctor who exposed everything, the vaccine is used to develop an

immune response so powerful that when it comes into contact with

the wild virus it kills those who received it, if they admit this,

imagine what else they are hiding!]

“Siete contenti? Il vostro presidente del consiglio ha trovato il
vaccino ed ha trovato anche i soldi..SVEGLIA! AQUESTI DI NOI
NON INTERESSA NIENTE!” (13th June, 2020).

[Are you happy? Your prime minister found the vaccine and

he found the money too. WAKE UP! THEY DO NOT CARE

ABOUT US!]

Conspiracy narratives are variable; however, they all express
distrust against institutions and offer hyper-simplified plots,
based on alternative truths revealing the hidden interests of the
elites. Discouraging tweets referring to safety do not generally
focus on COVID-19 vaccines; moreover, assumptions about
safety issues are very broad and sources are heterogeneous
(no source, mass media, social media posts). Most popular
statements claim that vaccines contain dangerous components
(e.g., fetal cells, mercury) produce severe side effects, generate
victims among fragile people (elderly and kids) and cause diseases
(e.g., autism).

“Considerando ke ogni vaccino contiene la quantita’ di
mercurio,alluminio e formaldeide 100 volte massima
consentita,fare il calcolo.Lo stesso vale per i vaccini obbligatori
per i bambini.da qui l’autismo,asma,malattie immunitarie e
neurodegenerative in seguito.INFORMATEVI prima!” (17th
November, 2019).

[Considering that each vaccine contains the maximum amount of

mercury, aluminum and formaldehyde 100 times the maximum

allowed, do the math. The same goes for mandatory vaccines for

children, hence autism, asthma, immune and neurodegenerative

diseases later. INFORM YOURSELVES first!]

Half of the discouraging tweets regarding efficacy are related
to COVID-19 (50.7%, 68/134) and do not add any source
to their post (62.7%, 84/134). Most of these users believe

vaccines are not effective and cannot prevent the spread
of epidemics.

“Sono mesi che medici seri dicono che il VACCINONON SERVE
perché non funzionerebbe! Però mass media e politici continuano
a dire che lo aspettano! Posso immaginare perché” (26th May,
2020).

[Serious doctors have been saying for months that the VACCINE

IS NOT USEFUL because it would not work! But the mass media

and politicians continue to say they are waiting for it! I can

imagine why.]

Most of the ambiguous tweets were produced after the beginning
of the COVID-19 crisis (50 out of 62). A close reading of
the concerns people brought up revealed genuine questions
and doubts. Talking about vaccines in general, some users
stated they would have liked to receive more information
about side effects before receiving the vaccination, others looked
for more information about pharmacovigilance data reporting
vaccine side effects; some other people questioned the Italian
vaccine mandate. With regards to the COVID-19 vaccine,
several users were interested in better understanding vaccine
efficacy mechanisms, for example among people who already got
the virus:

“Dicono che per il Covid serva vaccinarsi. Chi lo ha già avuto
perché dovrebbe fare il vaccino? Quanto dura eventualmente
l’immunità? Se averlo avuto non immunizza c∗∗∗∗ serve il
vaccino? Qualcuno sa qualcosa?” (19th April, 2020).

[They say that for Covid you need to get vaccinated. Those who

have already had it, why should they get the vaccine? How long does

immunity eventually last? If having had the virus doesn’t immunize

you, why the f∗∗∗ do you need a vaccine? Anyone know anything?]

Some people expressed doubts on the relationship between
the influenza vaccine and the SARS-CoV-2 virus wanting to
understand if the influenza vaccine could protect from, or even
be a cause of, COVID-19.

“Premetto che faccio il vaccino antinfluenzale volontariamente
da un paio d’anni. Ma prima che sia reso obbligatorio, cosa cmq
molto illiberale, sarebbe doverosa una statistica che non ho mai
letto: quale percentuale nel contagio coronavirus tra vaccinati
contro influenza e no?” (16th May, 2020).

[I admit that I have voluntarily been receiving the flu vaccine

for a few years. Before it becomes obligatory, which would be

very illiberal, we need a statistic that I have not yet seen: what is

the percentage of coronavirus contagion amongst those vaccinated

against the flu?]

Similarly to discouraging tweets, some hesitant tweets
expressed skepticism about the speed of production of the
COVID-19 vaccine.
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“Non sono contro i vaccini e non sono stupida. Ma se mi dite
che ci vogliono 18 mesi per un vaccino e poi me lo proponete a
ottobre, due domandine me le faccio” (21st June, 2020).

[I’m not against vaccines and I’m not stupid. But if you tell me that

it takes 18 months to make a vaccine and then you offer it to me in

October, I have a few questions.]

DISCUSSION

In the present article, we show how the Italian Twitter
conversation on vaccines changed during the first phase of the
COVID-19 pandemic, compared to the immediate pre-pandemic
period. We performed a detailed quantitative and qualitative
analysis of a corpus of tweets, which provided us with an in-depth
understanding of the discourse on vaccines on Twitter in Italy
and of the actors involved in it.

The first striking result was the high representation of
discouraging tweets in our sample. Overall, discouraging tweets
represented almost 40% of the whole corpus. In the pre-pandemic
period, based on our results, discouraging tweets dominated the
vaccine conversation on Twitter, with an average frequency of
75% and a peak of 86% in December 2019. The focus of the
tweets in this period was mainly on vaccines against meningitis,
influenza and MMR.

At the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, in February and
March 2020, the conversation was quickly catalyzed by the
COVID-19 vaccine, and a large part of the users expressing
a discouraging stance seemed to silence their voice, with the
proportion of discouraging tweets decreasing to 15%. In parallel,
we have observed a striking increase in neutral tweets and
in the involvement of users with a promotional stance from
February 2020, when COVID-19 became the main news reported
in any media. We hypothesize that this striking change at
the beginning of the pandemic does not reflect a change in
vaccine confidence among Twitter users, but rather a change
of users’ engagement in the vaccine discourse, which can be
explained by different communication theories. On one hand,
the observed change seems to reproduce a sort of “spiral of
silence”, which refers to the well-known communication theory
(28) claiming that people tend not to express their opinion on
a public issue when they feel they have a minority viewpoint,
whereas people perceiving themselves as part of a majority are
more inclined to speak out. Following this model, at the very
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, anti-vax users in Italy
may have decreased their activity on Twitter because they were
scared by the virus and the risks of the pandemic, or perceived
that criticizing vaccines during such a severe crisis was not
appropriate or convenient. On the other hand, the observed
increase of neutral and promotional tweets is certainly driven
by agenda setting routines, mainly emphasizing the production
of the COVID-19 vaccine, which reflect the ability of the news
media to influence the importance of the topics on the public
agenda (29). According to the agenda setting theory, (social)
media conversations shape and are shaped by agenda setting
patterns, i.e., contents produced by social media users reflect

most popular content circulating on news media - and vice-
versa. In this context, lay users seem to voice their opinion
on Twitter only if triggered by a significant media event. This
behavior is actually in line with the nature of Twitter, where
the conversation is algorithmically driven by trending topics
highlighting the most emerging themes, thus miming human
interest for newness.

From April 2020, discouraging tweets seem to regain more
weight in the Twitter conversation (representing almost one
third of the tweets), though still not reaching pre-pandemic
levels (69% discouraging tweets in January vs. 25% in April
2020), at least until June 2020. In parallel, promotional and
neutral tweets kept being more represented compared to the
pre-pandemic levels. In this phase, Twitter users may have
perceived that the COVID-19 vaccine could have offered an
actual solution for overcoming the crisis—a prevalent narrative
in these months was “the COVID-19 vaccine is the light
at the end of the tunnel”. Given the polarization of the
Twitter debate on vaccines, this scenario may have stimulated
more reactions from discouraging users, among which also
conspiracy theories on the origin of the pandemic and on the
COVID-19 vaccine started to regain popularity together with
already “established” narratives questioning the vaccines’ efficacy
and safety.

Moreover, with the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis,
other vaccines that were previously addressed with a prevalent
discouraging stance (such as meningococcal, hexavalent, and
MMR), almost disappeared from the Twitter conversation, which
turned into a mainly COVID-19 vaccine-related conversation.
The decrease in the conversation on other vaccines might reflect
a decrease in interest in this topic by the general public, which
might have had an impact on vaccine coverage. Between April
and June 2020 (30), according to a recent survey (31), a worrying
trend of routine vaccination delays was observed in Italy, likely
driven by fears of contact with COVID-19 cases at vaccination
centers, issues with vaccination centers’ logistics and lack of
information. Italian data are in line with trends seen at the
global level (32, 33). This highlights the important role of
public health and government in having a social media presence
and in communicating the importance of routine vaccinations
in preventing the potential emergence of additional epidemics
during emergency situations.

Another interesting result is the very low representation of
ambiguous tweets—especially in the pre-pandemic phase. We
applied the stance classification previously used by the Vaccine
Confidence Project (VCP) for its consistency, reproducibility and
because it allowed us to better compare our results with other
countries. Nevertheless, the proportion of ambiguous tweets
on the total tweet corpus, though slightly increasing after the
beginning of the pandemic, is almost negligible. This is probably
due to Twitter affordances and prevailing usage practices among
Italian users (prevalence of public profiles and interest to get
visibility in the public debate): indeed, Italian Twitter users
tend to express very definite opinions rather than sharing
their uncertainties. This is confirmed by other studies clearly
showing a strong polarization of social media communities
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around controversial topics, including the vaccination debate
(34, 35).

However, hesitant, undecided users, although their beliefs are
less visible, are actually exposed to tweets expressing polarized
opinions (promotional and discouraging tweets) (36). In other
words, polarized tweets influence the climate of opinion and may
even contribute to reducing the willingness of hesitant users to
speak out. In the previously mentioned study by the VCP, Italian
tweets analyzed in terms of stance, although limited in number,
showed a proportion of ambiguous tweets of 16.4%. Nevertheless,
the study specifically focused on vaccination in pregnant women,
which might have elicited a higher level of uncertainty among
Twitter users compared to vaccines targeting other groups. In
our tweet corpus, most of the ambiguous tweets were produced
after the beginning of the pandemic. This shows that in the
first phase of the pandemic, before the actual production of
the vaccine, news related to the production of a new vaccine
creates more room to express questions and doubts. We cannot
exclude the possibility that, in the months following our study,
a higher representation of ambiguous tweets has been elicited by
rumors regarding the COVID-19 vaccine and by news on adverse
events reported in the general media, during the COVID-19
vaccination campaign.

Overall, previous analyses on the Italian vaccine conversation
show a high variability of stance/sentiment distribution among
the studied tweet corpuses. While the heterogeneity of methods
and objectives of these researches make it difficult to perform
comparisons, it is interesting to note how the context has a strong
influence on the stance/sentiment distribution.

In 2016, we analyzed tweets posted with regards to two
broadcasts dedicated to vaccines aired on Italian television,
showing a prevalence of 50% of what they defined as “positive”
sentiment, and a very low proportion of negative sentiment (10%)
(37). An analysis carried out with text mining techniques on
Italian tweets published between September, 2016 and August,
2017, showed a prevalence of neutral tweets (60%), followed
by tweets against vaccination (23%), while the proportion of
tweets in favor was the lowest (17%) (38). Finally, Ajovalasit
et al. (39) applied machine learning techniques to a corpus of
vaccine-related Italian tweets posted in 2018, and identified 70%
of tweets as favorable to vaccination, 16% as unfavorable and 14%
as undecided. It is also interesting to note how the proportion
of vaccine stances expressed in tweets might differ from that
recorded through traditional surveys, on samples which are
usuallymore representative of the Italian population than Twitter
users. A survey investigating vaccine knowledge and attitudes
in parents of young children, performed by the Italian National
Institute of Health between 2015 and 2016 showed a very high
majority of pro-vaccine parents (83.7%), a lower proportion of
hesitant (15.6%) and proportion of anti-vaccine parents below
1% (40).

The heterogeneity of published data on vaccine hesitancy
on Twitter and on the general population in Italy prompt the
need of a coordinated action by institutions to set the basis for
a recurrent monitoring of vaccine hesitancy in the population,
to be performed both by traditional surveys and social media
analysis. A systematic monitoring of this kind of data would

enable us to obtain a clear and consistent picture of vaccine
hesitancy in the population and to plan timely, data-based
communication strategies.

Social media monitoring can also provide nuanced
information on the tone of voice of the conversation and
on the topics explored by users, which, in contrast to traditional
surveys, have the advantage of being a kind of data spontaneously
provided by social media users.

Tone of voice analysis revealed that the prevalent tone of voice
in Twitter conversations on vaccines is polemical/complaining.
This result confirms the observation that social media in Italy
are considered as the grounds for vaccine controversy between
two opponents (41), leaving no space for a more reasoned and
non-partisan debate. This approach is confirmed by the overall
prevalence of user-generated content (tweets citing no-source of
information). However, the analysis revealed that the beginning
of the COVID-19 crisis challenged the framing of the Twitter
debate about vaccines, increasing the presence of promotional
tweets with a neutral tone of voice and reducing the concerns
related to vaccine safety.

A very important result that emerges from our study is the
very low prevalence of tweets posted by institutional accounts.
Out of 2,463 tweets, we found just one tweet by the Italian
Ministry of Health promoting the influenza vaccine and one
by the Lombardia Region reporting the link to an interview
to an infectious disease specialist on COVID-19. Although it
could be biased by the random sampling of the tweets, it
suggests that Italian national and local health institutions have
been scarcely visible in the vaccine conversation on Twitter
during the initial phase of the pandemic and did not exert
any relevant influence during the analyzed period. As Lovari
recently described (42), during the COVID-19 crisis, the Italian
Ministry of Health expanded its presence mainly on Facebook,
even if the engagement of the MoH Facebook account in
the conversation with users was very limited. This confirms a
limited involvement of institutional social media accounts during
previous natural disasters or national crises in Italy (43). An
improvement of the engagement in the conversations with users
has been recommended in the past to institutions and local health
departments, based on the observation that communication
by institutional social media accounts was mainly one-way, as
opposed to a dialogue (44, 45). In the US, health departments are
starting to adopt amore consistent social media strategy (46), and
social media toolkits for health departments have been published
(47). As a matter of fact, the need of a stronger presence on
social media has been acknowledged by Italian institutions and
has improved during the pandemic.

The multiple correspondence analysis allowed us to identify
the variables associated with the neutral and the discouraging
vaccine stance, and better describe tweets exhibiting either of
these two stances: neutral tweets were posted by mainstream
media Twitter profiles with a wide public, while discouraging
tweets were associated with a complaining tone of voice
and with the use of other social media posts as sources
of information. The characteristics of tweets with either a
promotional or ambiguous stance were more blurred and
less specific.
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More research would be useful to understand if the definite
profile of discouraging users can be accounted as one of
the reasons for their success on social media. As a matter
of fact, social media platforms are interested in monitoring
users’ behaviors and selling their data to advertisers to make a
profit (a concept called “platform-capitalism”), and they pursue
this objective by increasing the amount of time users spend
online through algorithms that affect the visibility of published
content, following specific ordering criteria (namely, ranking).
As a result, controversial topics (like vaccines), addressed with
polemical/complaining tone of voice (the most frequent stance
and tone of voice in our database) significantly contribute to
catch users’ attention and reactions, and thus enlarge platforms’
profits. Therefore, we cannot exclude that the high circulation of
this kind of polarized and conflictual content could be biased by
a commercial interest of the platform. On the other hand, social
media platforms, including Twitter, have reinforced their policies
with regards to COVID-19 misinformation, prioritizing removal
or annotation of potentially harmful andmisleading information.
More research is needed to understand the effect of such policies
on polarization in the vaccination debate.

Our study has a number of limitations. The main limitation
is that the analyzed tweet dataset was randomly extracted
from a larger corpus of vaccine-related tweets; therefore the
study may suffer from sampling bias due the small proportion
of records compared to the total Italian vaccine-related
Twitter conversation. Nevertheless, we conducted this complex
assessment of Italian tweets on vaccines with the purpose
of highlighting some trends and characteristics that could
constitute a basis for future social media monitoring activities
and communication initiatives. As the manual classification
of tweets is highly consuming in terms of researchers’ energy
and time, the use of a machine learning-based algorithm for
automatic stance classification would be advisable, as it would
enable us to describe the stance of a larger tweet corpus and to
describe the stance variation over time in a more reliable and
unbiased way. Our results can also be useful to identify critical
issues that could better guide the training of a machine-learning
algorithm. Secondly, tweets were coded by three researchers in
terms of stance, while the other categories were classified by
one researcher only, which might have impaired the reliability of
the classification. Nevertheless, all classifiers have been following
training sessions and periodic meetings to refine the uniformity
of the methods and common classification rules, in order to
achieve a high level of agreement. Thirdly, the study is limited
to June 2020, and the vaccine discourse might have radically
changed in the followingmonths, with the start of the vaccination
campaigns. Moreover, Twitter policy about profiles spreading
misinformation might also have changed the actors and the
contents of the conversation on Twitter in the following months.
Because of this change of policy, some tweets, although originally
downloaded by our platform, were unavailable at the time of
the analysis as they had been removed by Twitter after being
published. This might imply that the amount of discouraging
tweets could be slightly underestimated. Twitter in Italy is not
the most popular social media (48) and it is mainly used as a
public relation tool to comment on public events and news in real

time. Therefore, the generalizability of our results to the general
population is limited and would require the integration of the
Twitter data with data from other social media.

Our study has several strengths. First, it deeply investigates
characteristics and nuances of the Twitter conversation before
and during the first months of a global emergency, through the
analysis of a large corpus of tweets by researchers with different
backgrounds (health, epidemiology, communication, internet
studies). The issues highlighted in this paper can be useful
for health communication specialists, as they could generally
characterize the reaction of social media users to a health
emergency. Moreover, our results set a baseline, which can be
used for comparison in future studies on the Italian vaccination
discourse, and which can therefore provide useful insights for
vaccine communication.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The paper highlighted how the emergence of a new virus (i.e.,
SARS-CoV-2) caused a deep change in the vaccination discourse
on Twitter in Italy, limiting the vocality of discouraging tweets,
increasing the presence of promotional tweets with a neutral tone
of voice and slightly encouraging the emergence of ambiguous
opinions about vaccines in the public debate on social media.

Our results have a number of implications.
First, we confirm that public institutions in Italy should

continue to improve their presence on Twitter, engaging in
conversation both with promotional users, who can amplify
science based promotional messages, and with hesitant
individuals, who, although relatively silent on Twitter, are
exposed to the polarized vaccine-related conversation and would
benefit from the exposure to reliable, science-based facts.

Secondly, we highlight a trend from which public institutions
should benefit in an emergency context: listening and answering
to the doubts and questions in a timely manner during the
initial stage of a health crisis, before they turn into more radical
discouraging assumptions or new conflicts. This could help in
preventing vaccine hesitancy through the timely “inoculation”
of science-based facts. For example, the qualitative analysis
highlighted a fear (i.e., the speed of the COVID-19 vaccine
production process), that appeared quite early in the COVID-19
vaccine debate and that has been subsequently confirmed as one
important driver of vaccine hesitancy.

Third, the conversation on routine vaccinations should be
supported and reinforced even if the conversation is catalyzed
by a health crisis or by new vaccines, to avoid the reduction of
vaccine coverage due to vaccination delays or hesitancy.

Finally, a more complete picture of vaccine stance in Italy
would benefit from systematic social media monitoring, and
integration of Twitter data with data from other social media
platforms. Ideally, the information collected should be combined
with traditional surveys performed on representative samples of
the population. This could also enable us to better understand
the relation between opinions expressed on social media and the
actual vaccination attitude of the population, and, based on this
data, plan tailored, data-based communication strategies.
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